
AKRAM KHAN
COMPANY’S WORKSHOP
INFORMATION LETTER

13-14 of April, 2024



DEAR WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT
We are excited to welcome you to the upcoming
workshop organized by AKRAM KHAN COMPANY and
WINTOUR GROUP INTERNATIONAL during the Akram
Khan’s “Jungle Book. Reimagined” ballet premiere tour
in Latvia, in collaboration with  DEJU SKOLA DZIRNAS.
The following outlines the workshop schedule and
essential information for your attendance:
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WORKSHOP TIMELINE:

April 13

I dance class:
 11:00-13:30 

Lunch Time

II dance class: 
14:30-17:00

VENUE DETAILS:

DEJU SKOLA DZIRNAS, «Liela Zale»
Address: Rīga, Lāčplēša iela 106, k-1
Entrance: from Lāčplēša iela Street

April 14



IMPORTANT
INFORMATION:
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Please arrive at least 30 minutes before the start of the
workshop for registration and to change into your dance
attire. The doors of the Liela Zale will be closed at the
beginning of the workshop, and latecomers will not be
allowed to participate.
The organizers do not offer parking facilities for vehicles
or lunch arrangements. Participants are responsible for
making their own arrangements for these amenities.
Due to the high demand for the workshop, if you are
unable to attend, please notify the organizers as soon as
possible but at least 48 hours in advance.
Participants are requested to be responsible and
withdraw from participation in case of illness or feeling
unwell. Kindly notify the organizers in such
circumstances.
During the workshop, cameras and videos will be used for
documentation purposes. Kindly note this when
attending.
In case of any emergencies during the workshop, please
contact: Evalds Dukuls +37126095004.

We encourage you to share your experience on
social media by tagging AKRAM KHAN COMPANY -
@akramkhancompany, WintourGroup International -
@wintourgroup, and Dzirnas Deju Skola - @dzirnas,
in your posts.
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SPECIAL OFFER 
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As a special offer for all workshop participants,
organizers are pleased to provide a discounted price
– 25 EUR for Akram Khan’s “Jungle Book.
Reimagined”  ballet ticket on April 11, 2024. 

If you wish to attend the ballet, please
order your ticket before April 7, 2024.
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ADDITIONAL
DETAILS
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Phone Website

+37128655520 https://dzirnas.lv/ 

Email

ewintour@gmail.com Eugenia.litovchenko@gmail.com

Email

We are looking forward to an enriching and
productive workshop experience. Should you
have any further questions or concerns, please
do not hesitate to contact us.
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Eugen Vintur-Irverstag
The organizer of the premiere tour in Latvia of the
ballet "The Jungle Book: Reimagined" by Akram
Khan's company 
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